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DETAILED ACTION

Specification

1. The disclosure is objected to because of the following informalities: On page 5,

line 14, a "server 1" is referred to that does not exist in the drawings.

Appropriate correction is required.

Claim Objections

2. Claims 6 and 1 3 are objected to under 37 CFR 1 .75(c) as being in improper form

because a multiple dependent claim cannot depend from any other multiple dependent

claim. See MPEP § 608.01 (n).

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 102

3. The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of 35 U.S.C. 102 that

form the basis for the rejections under this section made in this Office action:

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless -

(e) the invention was described in (1) an application for patent, published under section 122(b), by

another filed in the United States before the invention by the applicant for patent or (2) a patent

granted on an application for patent by another filed in the United States before the invention by the

applicant for patent, except that an international application filed under the treaty defined in section

351(a) shall have the effects for purposes of this subsection of an application filed in the United States

only if the international application designated the United States and was published under Article 21(2)

of such treaty in the English language.

4. Claims 1-3, 8-10, and 13 rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(e) as being anticipated by

Keyes et al. (US 2004/0204775).
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5. Regarding claim 1 ,
Keyes et al. teaches a method for automatically discovering

web services comprising querying a known UDDI server address containing a list of

web services (See page 9, paragraph [0070] "The discovery service 118 may be a web

services directory or registry service such as, for example a UDDI or any other similar or

different web services directory or registry."), identifying from said list suitable web

services (See page 9, paragraph [0071] "The communications engine may store

available web services and communications interface information pertaining to available

web services in the database."), and automatically downloading at least one machine

readable description of a web service (See page 9, paragraph [0072] "In this manner,

the communications engine may store communications interface information and other

information pertaining to each of the available web services in a table or any other data

structure within the database." This makes up the machine readable description of the

web service.)

6. Regarding claims 2 and 9, Keyes et ai. teaches said method being carried out

periodically by a CE device, without user interaction (See page 9, paragraph [0071]

"The information related to available web services may then be automatically and

periodically updated by the communications engine so that if a web service becomes

available, becomes available, and/or if communications interface information relating to

any available web service changes, such information may be reflected in the database

for use by the communications engine in routing and scheduling communications.")
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7. Regarding claims 3 and 10, Keyes et al. teaches said querying comprises

transmitting a query in a predefined format, and said query contains a specific request,

limiting the type of web service identified (See page 10, paragraph [0073] "By way of

example, a user may initially interact with the system 100 via the graphical user

interface to define a profile and information or content that the user wants displayed."

This limits the types of web services that are identified.)

8. Regarding claim 8, Keyes et al. teaches an apparatus for automatically

discovering web services comprising communicating means for querying a known UDDI

server address containing a list of web services (See page 9, paragraph [0070] "The

discovery service 118 may be a web services directory or registry service such as, for

example a UDDI or any other similar or different web services directory or registry."),

and identifying from said list suitable web services (See page 9, paragraph [0071] "The

communications engine may store available web services and communications

interface information pertaining to available web services in the database."), said

communicating means arranged to automatically download at least one machine

readable description of a web service (See page 9, paragraph [0072] "In this manner,

the communications engine may store communications interface information and other

information pertaining to each of the available web services in a table or any other data

structure within the database." This makes up the machine readable description of the

web service.)
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9. Regarding claim 13, Keyes et al. teaches a user interface for displaying

information and for receiving user instructions (See page 10, paragraph [0073] "The

graphical user interface performs functions that enable a system user or operator to

selectively view information provided by the data services and/or the data consumers, to

configure communications... within the system and/or to generally interact with

applications or services...")

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

10. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set

forth in section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and
the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the

invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains.

Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the invention was made.

11. Claims 4, 5, 11, 12, and 15 - 18 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being

unpatentable over Keyes et al. as applied to claim 1 above, and further in view of Qian

(US 2003/0061206).

12. Regarding claims 4 and 1 1 ,
Keyes et al. teaches a method substantially as

claimed. Keyes et al. fails to teach said query contains a request for TV Anytime

services, said query further including an element specifying a set of taxonomies to

which said service must conform. However, Qian teaches said query contains a

request for TV Anytime services (See page 3, paragraph [0037] "The
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descriptor/metadata may follow some well known standards. Examples of these

standards include... TV-Anytime metatadata..."); said query further including an element

specifying a set of taxonomies to which said service must conform (See page 3,

paragraph [0031] "Any content that does not match with the personal preference

information is ignored or discarded. Those that satisfy the preference criteria or match

with the personal preference information are sent to the content assembler." And see

page 3, paragraph [0036] where different taxonomies relating to content format, etc are

discussed.) It would have been obvious to one with ordinary skill in the art to combine

the teaching of Keyes et al. with that of Qian because, as Qian suggests, any number

of well-known standards could be used in the discovery of web services, and there is

useful commercial applicability for TV-Anytime in particular with these types of CE

devices. It is for this reason that one of ordinary skill in the art would have been

motivated to include said query contains a request for TV Anytime services, said query

further including an element specifying a set of taxonomies to which said service must

conform.

13. Regarding claims 5, 12, 16, and 18, Keyes et al. teaches a method substantially

as claimed. Keyes et al. fails to teach said set of taxonomies is at least one of authority

name, broadcast service, genre, content format, service usage rights, table types and

queryable fields. However, Qian teaches said set of taxonomies is at least one of

authority name, broadcast service, genre, content format, service usage rights, table

types and queryable fields. (See page 1, paragraph [0018] "The preferences include
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contextual preferences regarding the content the user wishes to receive from the media

source... favorite topics, news, sports news... The user may also provide preferences for

content delivery such as time to download, desired quality of service, etc." This is

showing at least an example of genre.) It would have been obvious to one with ordinary

skill in the art to combine the teaching of Keyes et al. with that of Qian because, the

various types of taxonomies are related to the TV-Anytime information and as

previously mentioned, the TV-Anytime information commercial uses are well known. It is

for this reason that one of ordinary skill in the art would have been motivated to include

said set of taxonomies is at least one of authority name, broadcast service, genre,

content format, service usage rights, table types and queryable fields.

14. Regarding claims 15 and 17, Keyes et al. teaches a method for automatically

discovering web services comprising querying a known server address containing a list

of web services (See page 9, paragraph [0070] "The discovery service 118 may be a

web services directory or registry service such as, for example a UDDI or any other

similar or different web services directory or registry."), identifying from said list suitable

web services (See page 9, paragraph [0071] "The communications engine may store

available web services and communications interface information pertaining to available

web services in the database."), and automatically downloading at least one machine

readable description of a web service, said querying comprises transmitting a query in a

predefined format (See page 9, paragraph [0072] "In this manner, the communications

engine may store communications interface information and other information pertaining
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to each of the available web services in a table or any other data structure within the

database." This makes up the machine readable description of the web service.)

Keyes et al. fails to teach specifically TV Anytime web services, and said query further

including an element specifying a set of taxonomies to which said service must conform.

However, Qian teaches specifically TV Anytime web services (See page 3, paragraph

[0037] "The descriptor/metadata may follow some well known standards. Examples of

these standards include... TV-Anytime metatadata..."), said query further including an

element specifying a set of taxonomies to which said service must conform. Conform.

(See page 3, paragraph [0031] "Any content that does not match with the personal

preference information is ignored or discarded. Those that satisfy the preference

criteria or match with the personal preference information are sent to the content

assembler." And see page 3, paragraph [0036] where different taxonomies relating to

content format, etc are discussed.)

It would have been obvious to one with ordinary skill in the art to combine the teaching

of Keyes et al. with that of Qian because, as Qian suggests, any number of well-known

standards could be used in the discovery of web services, and there is useful

commercial applicability for TV-Anytime in particular with these types of CE devices. It is

for this reason that one of ordinary skill in the art would have been motivated to include
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said query contains a request for TV Anytime services, said query further including an

element specifying a set of taxonomies to which said service must conform.

15. Claims 6, 7, and 14 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable

over Keyes et al. as applied to claim 1 above, and further in view of Hillerbrand et al.

(US 2004/0054690).

16. Regarding claim 6, Keyes et al. teaches a method substantially as claimed.

Keyes et al. fails to teach responding to said querying with a response comprising the

list of suitable web services. However, Hillerbrand et al. teaches responding to said

querying with a response comprising the list of suitable web services. (See page 17,

paragraph [0200] "After the search is complete, the semantic broker receives the RDF

search results and communicates the results to the interpretation component. The

interpretation component converts the search results to a user readable format. The

graphical display engine then displays the results to the user." And see page 27,

paragraph [0285] "...displays a list of selectable computer resources, here in the form of

web services, that may be selected by a system user for further operations...") It would

have been obvious to one with ordinary skill in the art to combine the teachings of

Keyes et al. with that of Hillerbrand et al. because of the need to display the results of

the web services found so the user can determine if they are useful or them or not. It is

for this reason that one of ordinary skill in the art would have been motivated to include
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responding to said querying with a response comprising the list of suitable web

services.

17. Regarding claims 7 and 14, Keyes et al. teaches a method substantially as

claimed. Keyes et al. fails to teach selecting a web service from said list and

communicating the selected web service to said UDDI server address. However,

Hillerbrand et al. teaches selecting a web service from said list and communicating the

selected web service to said UDDI server address. (See page 18, paragraph [0205-

0206] "...discovery of best applicable web services that satisfy the criteria and

parameters selected by the end user to define an instance of the execution model,

execution of such execution model instance, and viewing of results of the execution.

More specifically, at step 71 1 , the various web services are registered... It should be

understood... that... the preferred format for registering such web services is in a U DDI-

compliant structure..." The registration consists of communication the selected web

service to the UDDI server address. And see page 27, paragraph [0285] "Results of the

search are displayed in field 2720 for actual selection by the user.") It would have been

obvious to one with ordinary skill in the art to combine the teachings of Keyes et al. with

that of Hillerbrand et al. because in order to use the web services found, the

appropriate web services that are discovered using the method of Keyes et al. must be

selected and the UDDI server address notified in order for the newly found web service

to be used. It is for this reason that one of ordinary skill in the art would have been
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motivated to include selecting a web service from said list and communicating the

selected web service to said UDDI server address.

Conclusion

1 8. The prior art made of record and not relied upon is considered pertinent to

applicant's disclosure.

Killian (6,163,316) teaches taxonomy information regarding genres and content

format as in claim 5 and 12.
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examiner should be directed to Dennis L. Vautrot whose telephone number is 571-272-

2184. The examiner can normally be reached on Monday-Friday 8:30-5:30.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, John Cottingham can be reached on 571-272-7079. The fax phone number

for the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR.

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only.

For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should

you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would like assistance from a

USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated information

system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272-1000.
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